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John Rogers working on this fifth-grade science test projec

He has this great way of looking at the future,” says Bank, “which research is it or rather and what’s important? There have been some times when I didn’t agree, but then... he’s usually right.”

— Tony Banks, research physicist and John Rogers’ oldest research associate.

“Consumer health is still a bit more sci-fi for a lot of people. Just because we can monitor or sense or do something doesn’t mean that we’re developing something that we’re going to be able to bring to market.”

— Xu, researcher at Northwestern University.

“Simple infections pose serious problems for premature babies — he envisioned a noninvasive solution to that...”

— A. Joseph Vikesland, professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, who played a key role in the development of wearable technologies.

“...to effect change makes him always be Rogers’ plan...”

— Claire Takacs, vice provost for diversity and inclusion at the University of Chicago.

“Tony Banks says, “I know there’s...”

“Nothing is going to be easy...”
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